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Acting Senior Sergeant
Luke Banwell would
welcome more transport
options if it helped reduce
risk-taking on roads.

Local business owner
Vicki Kasper is
concerned about the
livelihoods of local taxi
drivers, if Uber was to
be rolled out locally.

A casual attitude towards drink
driving is placing lives at risk
Freia Lily
FORTY-five minutes spent in Sale Magistrates’
Court recently covered three separate trials of
drink driving offence.
In 2019, no one in this country can hide behind
an excuse to drive under the influence.
If the sobering advertisements, penalties and
general self-worth aren’t enough; with taxis, designated drivers and public transport, why risk your
license or your life by getting behind the wheel?
And yet, one woman fronted court to apply for
her licence to be returned despite having a Blood
Alcohol Concentration (BAC) of 0.218.
That’s a reading of more than four times the
legal limit.
Another woman was three times over, and a man

appealed to have his interlock device removed
despite continuously breaching the zero alcohol
limit required to drive.
I saw that same man the day after his court
appearance morning enjoying a cold one under
the Sale clocktower.
When I chatted with him he was matter-of-fact
— “the law is the law, I just got caught”.
Sale resident Vicki Kasper is teaching her two
teenage children to drive.
Reflecting on how she was taught by her father,
she ponders nostalgically on “the good days, when
we had more freedom”.
However, she also remembered the late ’90s when
her now-husband moved to Australia from Canada.
“He was so shocked by the casual attitude we
had toward alcohol,” she said.
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“How it was normal to drive with one hand on
the wheel and a drink in the other.”
That is now illegal, but are we, as a nation, stuck
in our ways?
Sale police Acting Senior Sergeant and road traffic advisor Luke Banwell agreed a big part of the
culture was how “it used to be socially acceptable
to have some knock-offs and run the gauntlet”.
Though he is resolute in the push for education
and police presence in preventing fatalities,the road
safety crackdown still doesn’t seem to be getting
through to some people.
Numbers talk, but Acting Senior Sergeant
Banwell and his team can only do so much to
prevent road deaths.
Transport Accident Commission statistics highlight a staggering 75 per cent increase in deaths
on rural Victorian roads when compared to this
time last year.
According to the Towards Zero campaign rolled
out by the state government in 2008, drink driving
is one of the biggest killers, with about one in five
drivers and riders killed having a BAC over the
legal limit of 0.05.
The campaign set out to reduce the road toll by
11,000 people, come 2020.

So why are the numbers climbing?
Mrs Kasper believes in the necessity to teach
defensive driving.
“Country kids are a bit wild,” she said.
“Yes, there’s crashes in the city, but out here they
feel more invisible I think.”
Nineteen-year-old local Dexter Clay thinks the
region needs Uber.
“It’s cheaper, quicker, and more convenient than
taxis,” Mr Clay said.
With taxi wait times pushing half an hour or
more on busy nights, companies like Uber could be
welcomed by Wellington Shire residents.
Similarly to how buses are run, Wellington Shire
Council says Uber would also have to be independently organised.
It could bring employment to the area, but Mrs
Kasper is worried it would do the opposite.
“As a small business owner, I don’t agree with
Uber — the taxis were here first,” she says.
Acting Senior Sergeant Banwell said it was food
for thought, even if taxi owners weren’t happy with
the prospect.
“I think it would be a great idea to afford the
community with more transport options,” he said.
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